
Important:

- Attendance taking needs to be done the first time you log into Etudes

This is because all your e-learning hours are funded by SSG and needs to be 
accounted for.

- Example of how attendance taking for a trainee can look like

Monday, 2pm -3pm         → Take attendance at 2pm.
Tuesday, 7pm – 7:30pm
Saturday, 5pm – 8pm



1. Trainee will receive a webpage link via email 2 weeks before course start date that 
contains the attendance taking link

↓Looks like this. 



2. The link in the webpage will bring you to this page

SAMPLE



3. Scan the QR for the digital attendance

SAMPLE



4. Trainees should see this on their phones after scanning 
the QR code. 

Choose the method to login:

→

A) Singapore Citizens or Permanent Residents
Take the attendance by signing through SingPass

→

B) Foreigners & Work Pass Holders
Non SingPass holders can log in through their social media accounts

→



Login through 
SingPass App or 
Key in PW

4A. Login through SingPass
(Singapore Citizens or Permanent Residents)

- Trainees will have to 
create a profile in the 
MySkillsFuture portal 
if there is not one 
existing

- This not the 
attendance taking 
page yet!→
→



4A. Login through SingPass
(Singapore Citizens or Permanent Residents)

- The Attendance 
Taking page 
should look like 
this

- Information 
from SingPass
will be ported 
over so trainees 
will only have 
to key in their 
number

→

- Successful 
attendance 
taking should 
bring you to 
this page

→



Log into your 
google account

4B. Login through Social Media Accounts (For FIN holders/Others)
(Recommended to use Google Account)

- Trainees will have to 
create a profile in the 
MySkillsFuture portal 
if there is not one 
existing

- This not the 
attendance taking 
page yet!

→ →



- The Attendance 
Taking page 
should look like 
this

→

- Successful 
attendance 
taking should 
bring you to this 
page

→

4B. Login through Social Media Accounts (For FIN holders/Others)
(Recommended to use Google Account)



5. Trainee’s whose attendance has been taken successfully will be displayed 
in real time at the QR page site

Name & ID of trainees 
who has registered 
successfully


